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Intersublevel polaron laser with InAs/GaAs self-assembled quantum dots
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We propose a three-level scheme to achieve intersublevel population inversion, optical gain, and
intersublevel lasing effect in n-doped InAs/GaAs self-assembled quantum dots under optical
pumping. The proposed Ruby-type laser scheme uses the natural splitting of the s-p polaron
intersublevel transitions around 25 �m wavelength. The relaxation time engineering, which leads to
optical gain in the system, relies �i� on the slow polaron relaxation from the P− state down to the S
ground state, governed by the specific strong coupling regime for the electron-phonon Fröhlich
interaction and �ii� on the fast nonradiative relaxation of the polaron between the P+ and P− levels
through the irreversible emission of acoustic phonons. TE-polarized optical gain up to 330 cm−1 is
calculated for 80 quantum dot planes in an in-plane monomode waveguide geometry and a laser
pump intensity threshold as low as 930 W/cm2, two orders of magnitude smaller than for quantum
wells, is predicted. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2169919�
Quantum cascade lasers �QCLs� are quantum well �QW�
based unipolar lasers that have been tremendously suited in
providing versatile emission in the mid- and far-infrared
spectral range to cover a wide diversity of potential
applications.1,2 Intersubband transitions �ISBTs� in QWs
have been extensively used to demonstrate laser emission in
a variety of materials, in pulsed and continuous modes, at
temperatures below and above 300 K and for wavelength
ranges extending presently towards the tetrahertz range.3

Quantum cascade lasers have mainly profited from the one-
dimensional confinement of the carriers in QWs and the
wave function and relaxation time engineering that follows.

Quantum dots �QDs� also exhibit intraband transitions,
also called intersublevel transitions �ISLTs�, in the mid- and
far-infrared. Contrarily to ISBTs in QWs, ISLTs in QDs are
dynamically �and also spectrally� ruled by the specific strong
electron-phonon coupling,4,5 that leads to the formation of
mixed electron-phonon entangled quasiparticles as the eigen-
states of the system, i.e., polarons. Several improvements for
an ISLT based laser in QDs can be a priori expected as
compared to ISBTs in QWs. ISLTs are not limited to vertical
polarization and exhibit strong in-plane polarized dipoles
forbidden in the conduction band of QWs. Relaxation is
slowed down as a consequence of the state density reduction
and the polaron formation. Relatively long T1 relaxation
times, in the tens of picoseconds �ps� regime, have been re-
ported, one to two orders of magnitude longer than in QWs.6

Large relaxation time difference between confined levels has
been measured.7 Recently measurements also reported rela-
tively long T2 dephasing times of the order of 5 ps, one order
of magnitude longer than in quantum wells, expected to lead
to lower optical intensity or current density thresholds.8 At
last the three-dimensional confinement of the carriers avoids
strong free carrier absorption in the midinfrared. So far QD
intersublevel lasers have only been proposed and discussed
theoretically, but without an appropriate treatment of quan-
tum dot dynamics related to the strong electron-phonon cou-
pling regime.9–11 In this letter, we propose a three-level
scheme to achieve optical gain under optical pumping in
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currently experimentally investigated InAs/GaAs self-
assembled quantum dots. We predict laser effect using real-
istic experimental input figures that can be found in the lit-
erature for InAs/GaAs self-assembled QDs.

Figure 1 depicts the proposed level system that provides
population inversion and optical gain. It is based on the typi-
cal polaronic structure of a flat-shape InAs/GaAs self-
assembled quantum dot as calculated in Refs. 12 and 19. The
polaron states are calculated from the electronic structure
�energies, envelope wave functions� deduced from the three-
dimensional resolution of the Schrödinger equation written
in 8 band k·p theory12 for a flat inverted pyramidal 15.5
�16.3�2.5 nm quantum dot and from the strong electron
phonon coupling following Refs. 13 and 14 considering only
a monochromatic one LO-phonon continuum. Spin splitting
is disregarded. Piezoelectricity is not considered. The strong
coupling leads to entangled electron-phonon states as the
eigenstates of the system. The mainly electronic excited
states P+ and P−, predicted at 50 and 55 meV, are split be-
cause of the 5% �010� elongation chosen for the quantum
dots. Note that such a splitting is actually observed experi-
mentally using midinfrared absorption spectroscopy, as a re-
sult of shape anisotropy, piezoelectricity, and crystal
symmetry.5,7,15,20 The formation of polarons also creates ad-

FIG. 1. Ruby-type three-level scheme for a QD intersublevel polaron laser.
The three arrows indicate the optically pumped transition �a�, the fast non-
radiative relaxation transition �b�, and the intersublevel lasing transition �c�.
The relative energy of each discrete or continuum levels are indicated on the
left. The envelope wave functions of the main electronic component S, P+,

and P− are represented on the right. Piezoelectricity is not considered.
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ditional states in the polaronic structure as compared to the
electronic structure; P+� and P−� states are mainly phononic,
orthogonal to the P+ and P− states and are very close to the
LO phonon uncoupled continuum at 36 meV.

The three arrows in Fig. 1 represent the three key ISLTs
involved in the laser scheme: the optically pumped transition
�a�, the fast nonradiative relaxation transition �b�, and the
laser transition �c�. Population inversion is expected to occur
between the excited P− polaron state and the S ground state.
This scheme is significantly different from what is usually
considered in QCLs where 3→2 would be the lasing transi-
tion and 2→1 a fast relaxing transition draining the carriers
out of the period. The scheme actually mimics the original
Ruby laser where level 2 corresponds to the metastable
state.16 A key feature of the scheme is the forbidden relax-
ation from P+ or P− to the intermediate states P−� and P+� due
to the vanishing anharmonic matrix element permitting re-
laxation only towards the ground state. The optical pumping
of transition �a� could be achieved in practice with a suitable
quantum cascade laser around 23 �m wavelength17 or a pi-
cosecond free electron laser for stimulated emission investi-
gation as it has already been done for quantum wells.18 The
electronic structure could also be tuned in resonance to pres-
ently available pump laser wavelengths, e.g., using vertically
electronically coupled QDs.19 However, in this letter we will
disregard the practical and important issue of optical pump-
ing and we will rather focus on the predicted properties of
such an optically pumped system.

Figure 2�a� shows the three main relaxation times �21,
�32, and �31 calculated as a function of the P+-P− splitting
energy for a fixed 50 meV S-P− transition energy. �31 and �32
are calculated following Ref. 6 as a function of the corre-
sponding transition energies, assuming a coupling strength of
g=4.4 meV. �31 and �32 correspond to a relaxation triggered
by the disintegration of the one-phonon component of the
polaron state and depends on its weight in the
quasiparticle.4,6 �32 is calculated following Ref. 7 using the
electronic envelope wave functions reported in Fig. 1. This

FIG. 2. Calculated relaxation times �21, �31, and �32 �a� and optical gain �b�
as a function of P+-P− separation energy for a fixed S-P− transition energy
E21

0 =50 meV. Three experimental estimations of �31 in Ref. 6 and �32 in Ref.
7 are reported as symbols. The experimental GaAs two phonon absorption
measured in Ref. 24 is also reported as a thin black line.
fast relaxation, through the emission of an acoustic phonon,
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occurs provided that the P+-P− energy separation be small
enough. Whereas �21 and �31 weakly depend on P+-P− split-
ting and remain in the 45–90 ps range, �32 can be strongly
reduced for small splitting, with �32 as short as 6 ps at 3 meV.
We show in Fig. 2�b� that this is a favorable configuration to
obtain optical gain. Note that these times correspond to the
times measured in InAs/GaAs quantum dots at the energy of
the s-p transition around 20–25 �m.6,7,20

The optical gain g12 reported in Fig. 2�b� is calculated by
solving optical Bloch equations in the incoherent regime
�population rate equations� and steady state conditions con-
sidering only the population terms n1, n2, and n3 for the three
involved levels in a single quantum dot and integrated over
the inhomogeneous distribution: dn3 /dt=�13�n1

−n3�I13/h�13− �1/�32+1/�31�n3 and dn2 /dt=n3 /�32−n2 /�21.
It is assumed, through the relation n1+n2+n3=n0, that each QD
in the distribution is populated with only one electron �n0

=1�. Eij, Eij
0 , �ij, �ij, ��ij, Iij, and h�ij are the i→ j ISLT

energy, i→ j ISLT distribution mean energy, cross section,
relaxation time, homogeneous half width at half maximum
�HWHM�, and closely resonant optical field intensity and
energy, respectively. At infinite pump intensity, the normal-
ized population inversion does not depend on the transition
energies and reads �n2−n1� /n0= �1−�32/�21� / �1+2�32/�21�
showing that �32��21 is a necessary condition to achieve
population inversion and optical gain.

The contribution of one quantum dot to the gain reads
g12

One QD=h�12/E12�12
0 �n2−n1�	��12L�h�12−E12�, where L is

a normalized Lorentzian of HWHM ��12 and �ij
0

=Eij
0 / ���ij�dij

2 / ��nc
0� the absorption cross section of the i
→ j ISLT where dij, �, n, c, and 
0 are the dipole length,
reduced Planck constant, material index �n=3.3�, vaccum
light speed, and permitivity. In order to take into account the
inhomogeneous nature of ISL absorption, the individual QD
gain is integrated over a 3 meV HWHM Gaussian distribu-
tion of energies Eij, peaked at Eij

0 , and assuming a constant
relative P+− P− splitting �E23/E12=E23

0 /E12
0 for all dots�. The

number of QD planes is 80, which is a realistic figure already
used experimentally.7 The thick line in Fig. 2�b�corresponds
to ��ij =� / �5 ps� , E12

0 =50 meV, E13
0 =53 meV, d12=3.4 e

nm, d13=3.3 e nm, n0=4�1010 cm−2. In order to give an
expression of g12 in cm−1 unit, a monomode waveguide ge-
ometry is assumed with a mode width of L=6 �m.21 Positive
optical gains in the range 0–330 cm−1 are predicted for an
E23 energy separation below 5.8 meV. In this regime the
relaxation of the polaron from the P+ to the P− state is suf-
ficiently fast as compared to the relaxation of the polaron
from P− to the ground state, to lead to a greater accumulation
of the quasiparticle in the P− state as compared to the ground
state. Note that such a favorable configuration where �21 is
shorter than �32 has been experimentally reported in Ref. 7.

Figure 3 reports in log scale the I13 pump intensity de-
pendence of the g12 gain. The dependence of the gain with
the optical intensity strongly depends on the inhomogeneous
nature of the ISLTs. It goes from a I�1/ �1+ I / IS� law for a
homogeneous transition �Is is the transition saturation inten-
sity�, to a softer I�1/�1+ I / IS dependence for an inhomo-
geneous transition.22 The inhomogeneous nature of intraband
absorption in InAs/GaAs quantum dot ensembles is not a
priori straightforward. Experimental information correlated
to theoretical prediction about the T2 dephasing time of in-

tersublevel transitions have been given only very recently
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with typical dephasing time of 5 ps for the s-p transition
corresponding to homogeneous line width of only
�250 �eV, much smaller than the typical 6 meV spectral
width of the absorption.8 This is illustrated in Fig. 3 in three
different cases. The thick line depicts the gain dependence as
calculated from a inhomogeneous distribution of QDs all ex-
hibiting long T1 relaxation times of �21=46 ps, �31
=63 ps, �32=5.6 ps, and a T2 time of 5 ps �EP+−P−=3 meV
in Fig. 2�. The dashed line represents the dependence for a
distribution of QDs with the same spectral width and oscil-
lator strength than the inhomogeneous distribution but with a
homogeneous broadening, assuming a T2 time of only 300
fs,23 i.e., a homogeneous full width at half maximum of 4.24
meV, and a infinitely small inhomogeneous width. At last the
dash-dotted line reports the gain dependence of the previous
case after arbitrarily dividing the T1 relaxation times by a
factor of 20 ��21=2.3 ps,�31=3.2 ps,�32=280 fs�, hence
roughly mimicking the gain of a QW of a similar subband
structure, with relatively short T1 and T2 times and equiva-
lent dipole lengths of 3.4 nm.17 As compared to the QW case,
the inhomogeneous QD case presents a 600 W/cm2 transpar-
ency intensity two orders of magnitude smaller. This de-
crease of the transparency intensity results from two factors:
the long T1 relaxation time of ISLTs and the relatively long
dephasing time T2 of the transition. This transparency inten-
sity reduction is expected from the longer relaxation and
dephasing times in QDs than in QWs, following the ISLT
saturation intensity expression I12

S =��12nc
0 / �2�12d12
2 �.

At last, we consider the possibility of laser effect based
on a perfect monomode waveguide structure at 25 �m and
optical pumping at 23 �m. In this case, the main considered
source of losses are the bulk GaAs two phonon absorption24

��GaAs�15 cm−1� reported at 20 K in Fig. 2�b� as a dashed
line and the limited reflection coefficient at the end facets
R=28%. This situation differs from the QW case, where one
of the main sources of loss is the free carrier absorption of
the high density carriers trapped into the subband continua.
Accounting for a propagation length of L=0.5 mm and a
threshold gain condition g12−�GaAs+ln�R� /L=0, lasing is
predicted above 930 W/cm2 pump intensity and below a
P+− P− separation energy of 5.3 meV.

In conclusion, a Ruby-type three level scheme is pro-
posed to realize an intersublevel polaron laser with

FIG. 3. Optical gain g12 as a function of the pump power density I13 at
E21=

0 50 meV and for E32
0 =3 meV, in an inhomogeneous QD ensemble �thick

full line�, homogeneous QD ensemble �dashed line�, and for homogeneous
QW ISLTs of same total oscillator strength �dotted line�. The x��1+x
dependence is depicted as a thin line. The horizontal dashed line corre-
sponds to total waveguide losses �GaAs-ln�R� /L=55 cm−1. The inset de-
scribes the pumping and emission waveguide configuration.
InAs/GaAs self-assembled quantum dots. TE polarized op-
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tical gain up to 330 cm−1 at 50 meV �24.8 �m� is predicted
in an in-plane monomode waveguide geometry with 80
quantum dot planes and a threshold as low as 930 W/cm2 is
predicted in this configuration. The scheme relies on slow
polaron relaxation above the phonon energy and fast polaron
relaxation between closely space levels assisted by irrevers-
ible emission of acoustical phonons. The proposed optically
pumped laser assumes the availability of a pump laser in
resonance with the S-P+ transition around 23 �m wave-
length. The scheme ideas can be extended at shorter wave-
length, provided that the conditions �32��21 for laser opera-
tion be fulfilled. Relaxation time engineering in QDs is
suitably realized through LO-phonon disintegration and irre-
versible acoustic phonon emission. The scheme also directly
opens the route of experimental investigation of intersublevel
optical gain in quantum dots, in particular using a two-color
free-electron laser.18
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